INCOMING STUDENT GUIDE

2020-2021

Towards a common goal: an enriching experience for you!

You have wished to move to the FMM (Faculty of Medicine & Maieutics): all the teaching and
administrative teams are happy to accompany you in this process of discovery.
The months that you plan to spend with us will be months of work and an important moment
of life, of experience sharing, which we hope will be as pleasant as possible.
You will follow your practical training in the Groupement des Hôpitaux de l'Institut Catholique
de Lille (GHICL). During these internships you will meet students from other health training
courses, you will discover new ways of understanding medical care, different ways of
functioning of health care structures, which will contribute to enrich your learning.
You will also be able to observe project approaches in clinical research, a scientific approach
with an ethical concern, and participate in their implementation.

Thank you for choosing the Faculty of Medicine & Maieutics, we remain at your disposal to
accompany you for the time necessary.

Patrick Hautecoeur,
Dean of the Faculty

Isabelle Vaast,
Maieutics Assessor
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Introduction
The Catholic University of Lille (France), founded in 1875, has 5 faculties including the Faculty
of Medicine and Maieutics (FMM), 18 "grandes écoles" and institutes and a 1000-bed hospital
group (GHICL). It’is the largest private non-profit faculty in France, with 34,000 students,
including 1,450 at the FMM.
The excellence of its reputation is due to its innovative and interactive teaching methods, with
its pedagogical research centre "prismm.univ-catholille.fr".
The Catholic University of Lille was one of the pioneering universities in the field of
international mobility. In keeping with its tradition, it benefits from intense international
activity due to partnerships with numerous universities on all continents, including 50 partner
universities for the FMM.
You have chosen the Faculty of Medicine and Maieutics (FMM) of the Catholic University of
Lille : Welcome to us!
You are going to carry out a stay abroad as part of your studies thanks to the European
ERASMUS+ programme and/or inter-institutional agreements.
In order to facilitate your stay, during which you will be immersed in French culture within our
faculty and hospitals, and to benefit from it, we suggest you read the following notes and
advice carefully.
Each international mobility program is managed for each student to optimize the quality of
his or her welcome and the pedagogical quality of his or her stay at FMM.
For any information, please do not hesitate to contact Karine Zaborowski, ERASMUS
coordinator and in charge of international relations at the FMM: karine.zaborowski@univcatholique.fr
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Admission and registration procedures
Learning agreement
The "learning agreement" is your guideline: it has been validated between the Erasmus
coordinator, in charge of student mobility at your home faculty, and the MMF Erasmus coordinator.
It summarises your training requests and their dates. It has been drawn up so that your wishes are
compatible with the content and planning of the courses and/or the dates of hospital internships
proposed by the MMF.
This document must be finalized and reach the FMM at least 6 months before the planned date of
your stay.
As soon as you arrive: you must go to the International Relations Office (FV10) on the ground floor
of the FMM at 56 rue du Port, 59000 Lille in order to register.

AGORA: the tool for your registration
AGORA is the common intranet for the students of the Catholic University of Lille and therefore for
the students of the FMM. You will find the catalogue of all the courses, information on conferences,
seminars, and all the activities of the FMM and the University.
All the information concerning possible changes of course dates, internships or exams are on this
site, the faculty is not in charge of informing you individually.
When your registration to the FMM is officially validated, you will automatically have access to the
AGORA platform. You will benefit from a private messaging system thanks to a password that will
be automatically sent to you. Your private e-mail address will be available throughout your stay,
according to the following model: lastname.surname@lacatho.lille.fr.
It is necessary to provide AGORA with your contact details: postal address in your country of origin,
the address of your accommodation in Lille as well as your telephone number and the contact details
of the person in charge of international relations at your home university (name, e-mail address,
telephone number).

Required documents to validate your registration
You must upload the following documents to AGORA:
- Identity document,
- Photo (JPEG format)
- Last transcript of records,
- Resume,
- Cover letter,
- Certificate attesting to your language level (minimum) B1 in French
- Official letter of nomination from your university
- European Health Insurance Card (for European students)
- NOMINATIVE Certificate of Liability Insurance (for ALL students)
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Registration schedule and student card
Your registration can be taken into account if the above elements are filled in on the AGORA
platform:
 Before 15 June for a stay during the autumn semester or a whole year (from 01 September
to 31 January)
 Before 15 November for a stay during the spring semester (from 01 January to 30 June).
A student card will be given to you by the international relations office upon your arrival. It will give
you access to the University buldings, the FMM, the university restaurants and all the advantages
reserved for students.

Language level
The minimum level required in French for your stay at the FMM is B1.
Courses are given in French. Also at the hospital, the supervising teachers will address you mainly in
French. (We indicate in the "Internships" section of this guide the services that practice English).
On your arrival, you will be given, if you wish, a small glossary of essential medical terms.

Mandatory health insurance
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE
The French government asks universities to check the health of foreign students. Consequently, we
ask all registered foreign students to fill in the form (in the appendix) with a doctor before their
arrival in France, and to hand it in to our University Health Centre before their arrival (by email) or
on arrival (directly to the CPSU).
This procedure is mandatory to register.
The document is attached to the guide and will be sent to you by email.
It is MANDATORY to be filled in and sent back to the address: cpsu@orange.fr
> Please indicate your surnames, first names and your registration with the FMM.
HEALTH INSURANCE
 For European students: you must scan your European Health Insurance Card on AGORA.
 For international students: we need a health insurance certificate concerning you as well
as a compulsory repatriation insurance. The date of validity of the insurance must cover
your entire stay at FMM.
 For ALL STUDENTS: you MUST take out a PERSONAL CIVIL LIABILITY insurance. The date of
validity of the insurance must cover your entire stay at the FMM.
SOCIAL SECURITY
You can also register for a stay of more than 3 months with the French health insurance, called
"Social Security". This is free of charge. And allows coverage of certain medical expenses in France:
https://etudiant-etranger.ameli.fr/ (in annex)
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Theoretical education (courses)
The academic year is divided into two semesters



Autumn semester: from 01 September to 31 January
Spring semester: from January 1 to June 30
During the summer period (July-August): teaching activity in hospitals is slowed down with fewer supervisors and
the administrative services of the faculty are closed from the end of July to mid-August.
During this period, however, you will be able to contact a responsible person, whose contact details will be given
to you, to help you solve any problems you may have.


"Medicine" path the FMM

Teaching schedule : see tables in the annex.
For all years of study, teaching is organized in modules (theoretical teaching modules).
Each module consists of several "course units" which correspond to different disciplines. For example, the
module "theoretical teaching 1" consists of the following course units (disciplines): cardiology, vascular surgery,
pneumology, traumatology…
The student cannot choose to take course units with overlapping dates and times: you may choose 1 or more
course units (disciplines) within the same module.
The programme of the course units you will follow must be defined in advance in the « learning agreement »
established BEFORE your arrival with the person in charge of international relations at your institution.

Pedagogy
All courses take place at the faculty and are taught in French.
The teaching method is interactive: you are advised to study the course subjects beforehand so that you can
actively participate in the discussions and exercises.
You can access and use "I-campus", a computer platform where you can find certain courses and consult
documents related to these courses: https://icampus.univ-catholille.fr
Your AGORA login details are required to access them.

Looking for your classroom?
Find it with the online schedule on :
https://planning.univ-catholille.fr/20192020/invite
Instructions for use :
1) Click on the link
2) Top left, go to "promotions".
3) Next to it, there is an icon in the shape of a loupe: type "FMM" > you will see all the promotions. You will be
able to choose yours and the courses you are looking for.
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Teachings and practical internships
At the Faculty
You can benefit from specialized teaching by simulation on high-tech mannequins. This tool, called
"Prismm" is intended for all student promotions for the acquisition of skills and the realization of
practical gestures : https://prismm.univ-catholille.fr

Hospital internships
The GHICL means: Groupement Hospitalier de l'Institut Catholique de Lille. It groups together
several establishments / clinics and hospitals. Depending on your choice of disciplines and
internships, you will be located either at Saint Philibert Hospital (SP) or Saint Vincent de Paul Hospital
(SV).

Organization of the internship
The program of the internships must be defined in advance in the "learning agreement" established
BEFORE your arrival with the person in charge of international relations in your institution. As the
number of students in each department is limited, no changes will be possible after your arrival.
In the departments marked with an asterisk you will be able to benefit from language assistance in
English.
Internships are not remunerated. Transport to and from the hospital will not be reimbursed.
On arrival you must report to the secretariat of the department in which you will do your internship.
It is necessary to bring a white coat and a stethoscope.
Any internship in a given discipline has a minimum duration of weeks (35 hours of presence per
week) and a maximum of 8 weeks. It takes place from 8 or 9 am to 5 or 6 pm.
You must choose each service for a minimum of three consecutive weeks.

Evaluation of your internship
The evaluation of the internship will take into account your skills, your attitude, your punctuality
and your motivation in a hospital environment because you will be immersed in the professional
world and subject to its rules.
Before the beginning of your internship, the FMM International Relations Officer will give you an
evaluation form on which your level of education and the duration of your internship will be
specified. You will have to give it to the responsible of the hospital department for validation and
comments.
This original document (photocopies are not accepted) is then to be hand delivered to the FMM
International Relations Office.
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Professional Specialist and Locations
Services marked with an * guarantee a basic English-speaking welcome
HOPITAL SAINT PHILIBERT
ANESTHESIA
DIGESTIVE SURGERY
VASCULAR SURGERY*

HOPITAL SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL
ALLERGOLOGY
ELDERLY MEDECINE
DERMATOLOGY*

INTERNAL MEDICINE - GERIATRY
SHORT GERIATRIC STAY*

MEDICAL IMAGING (RADIOLOGY) *

ENDOCRINOLOGY *

GENERAL MEDECINE
PEDIATRICS
NEUROLOGY *

MEDICAL IMAGING (RADIOLOGY) *
BIOLOGY LABORATORY
READAPTATION PHYSICAL
MEDICINE FUNCTIONAL
NEUROLOGY *
DIGESTIVE PATHOLOGY *
PNEUMOLOGY
REANIMATION
MUSCOLOSKELETAL *
INTENSIVE CARE - CARDIOLOGY *
ORTHOPAEDIC TRAUMATOLOGY
EMERGENCIES
UROLOGY

ANATOMY PATHOLOGY LAB *

ENT *
PEDIATRIC OTOLARYNGOLOGY *
OBSTETRICS - GYNECOLOGY *
ONCOLOGY - HAEMATOLOGY*
OPHTALMOLOGY*
PHARMACY
PSYCHIATRY
ORTHOPAEDIC TRAUMATOLOGY
PALLIATIVE CARE UNIT
EMERGENCIES
PEDIATRICS EMERGENCIES

Hospitals are well served by public transportation, especially the metro (line 2).
You can also get around by the public bike V'lille: www.stations-vlille.fr
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ECTS and Validation
Theoretical courses and practical placements are assessed for ERASMUS students in ECTS credits
according to European standards. ECTS credits are awarded on the basis of 60 credits per academic
year (including theoretical and practical teaching).

Validation of theoretical teaching
For ERASMUS students, each course unit is assigned ECTS credits.
ECTS credits are allocated to a course unit in a given discipline, not to individual courses. As a
reminder, a module is a set of course units.
In order to be awarded ECTS credits, the student must comply with the evaluation rules prescribed
by the institution. It is not sufficient to simply participate in the courses.
The student must submit to the evaluation rules prescribed by the host institution.
The number of ECTS credits awarded to the student is a fixed number and is the same for all
students who have passed the evaluation.
The quality of the student's work is expressed in grades.

Ranking ECTS
ECTS
Note

Definition

A

EXCELLENT - outstanding performance with only minor errors

B

VERY GOOD - above the average standard but with some errors

C

GOOD - generally sound work with a number of notable errors

D

SATISFACTORY - fair but with significant shortcomings

E

SUFFICIENT - performance meets the minimum criteria

FX
F

FAIL - some more work required before the credit can be awarded
FAIL - considerable further work is required

The allocation of credits is associated with A, B, C, D, E but not FX and F

Transcript of records
The "Transcript of Records" will be prepared at the end of each semester, after evaluation of
course units and hospital placements. It will be given to you and also transferred to the head of your
home institution. The indicative delivery time is 3 to 6 weeks after the end of the semester.
It can be sent by post to the address indicated on Agora.

The exams
Different course units (disciplines) take place every semester.
The exams take place in the form of MCQs (Multiple Choice Questionnaires) or progressive files:
these are specific evaluation methods that are explained to you during conferences organised by
the FMM (planning on Agora).
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You must register on Agora for the courses in order to be automatically registered on SIDES, our
computerized examination platform.
You will take your exams either on a digital tablet (with SIDES) or on a written copy.
Concerning your SIDES account, it’s important to log in as soon as your accounts are created and to
practise the exercises provided. Make a note of your login and password so that you can enter them
on the day of the exam.
You will have the same time per exam as French students.
It is possible to have an Anglo-French dictionary checked before each test to avoid fraud.
The results will be sent to you by email. They will be available at the international relations office on
request.
In case of failure: If you do not obtain the average (less than 10/20), a make-up exam is organised
with specialist health professionals.
This is a 15-minute oral test during which you will have to answer a question or discuss a clinical
case. You will have 15 minutes of preparation time before the test.
These oral "rattrapages" are organised approximately one month after the exams. Precise
information on the dates will be available from the beginning of the school year on Agora.
These rattrapages are evaluated as strictly as the written exams. It is recommended that you
prepare them seriously.
We recommend that you do not take your return tickets until you know the dates of these
rattrapage orals.

Validation of internships
Only the faculty is authorised to validate the traineeship and to allocate ECTS credits to it according
to the evaluation sheet you will have submitted. The evaluation sheet must be the original, copies
are not accepted.
Each full week of internship is equivalent to 1.5 ECTS.
ECTS credits are only allocated if the week of the traineeship is complete. No additional credits will
be allocated if one or more additional days are completed.
On the transcript of records, only the number of weeks of internship will be reported, not the
number of hours.
It is recommended that you keep a copy of the internship evaluation sheets on which the number
of weeks of internship completed is indicated.
In case of unjustified absence or repeated delays, the internship will not be validated.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
General presentation
www.univ-catholille.fr/en/node/50

https://lesfacultes.univ-catholille.fr/en

Health
The CPSU, a university health centre, is at your disposal at 67 boulevard Vauban for all consultations
of general medicine, psychologist and social worker as well as for the update of vaccinations.
Feel free to contact: https://lesfacultes.univ-catholille.fr/fr/sante-CPSU

Mission Reception Disability
A counsellor is at your disposal to accompany you in your path within the faculty: Brigitte Boughaba >
brigitte.boughaba@univ-catholille.fr

Transport
You can benefit from student rates up to the age of 25 years in all transports :
(metro/bus/tramway/train) with a youth pass:
www.ilevia.fr/fr/4-25ans/14-4a-25ans-mensuel.htm

How to get to the FMM
By bus
- By line 12 or line 5, Boulevard Vauban/Université Catholique de Lille stop
- By line 18, stop rue de Toul
By metro
- Line 2: Cormontaigne or Port of Lille stops
- Line 1: Gambetta stop
V’Lille : (self-service bicycle hire) www.vlille.fr

Housing and cost of living in Lille
The French Ministry of the Interior advises a minimum budget of 615€ per month to live in Lille. We
advise a higher threshold of 800€ per month.
The cost of accommodation is relatively high: you need to make arrangements in advance in order to
benefit from a "good plan" or to find a flat share.
You will be asked for many documents and guarantees to obtain a rental: prepare at least 3 pay sheets
from your parents, financial guarantees and a certificate of registration with the FMM.
Important (and very useful): a free service is at your disposal for your installation in Lille. It is the "
Livin'France " platform: https://livin-france.com/school/lesfacultes.univ-catholille
There are also other rental offers: https://lesfacultes.univ-catholille.fr/fr/logements-etudiants

Catering
4 university restaurant chains are available within a 5-minute walk from the FMM. Opening hours are
from 11am to 3pm and 6.30pm to 8.30pm from Monday to Friday lunchtime.
The rate is 3.25€ per meal. More information: www.asso-aeu.fr
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Where to study your courses?
Work rooms are reserved for FMM students Monday to Friday from 7:30 am to midnight, Saturday from
7:30 am to 8 pm and Sunday, holidays and bridges from 8 am to 8 pm.
The University Library (BU) is open Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 8 pm and Saturday from 8:30 am
to 5 pm at 60 rue du Port in Lille with work rooms available.
Catalogue available on: http//LoL.univ-catholille.fr

Sports activities
A gym and fitness room is open to all near the FMM at 48 Boulevard Vauban, Monday to Friday from
7:30 am to 9:30 pm.
Contact: Association d'Entraide Universitaire (AEU) at 47 Boulevard Vauban www.asso-aeu.fr

Tips in Lille!
In order to better prepare for your arrival, you will find below some useful links to guide you:
- To take French or other foreign language courses: www.flsh.fr/lettres-et-sciences-humaines/clarife
- A system of mentoring and meetings between local and foreign students within the FMM is
organized during the "Welcome Session" in September and January: they allow to meet foreign
students from other faculties (humanities, political science, economics and management, etc.).
- The Corporate Association of Medical Students (ACEM) and the Corporate Association of Midwifery
Students (ACESF) organize sports activities, student parties, outings and cultural activities in the Lille
metropolis, conferences, events and humanitarian actions (blood donation, Sidaction, Telethon...).
https://fmm-catholille.fr/associations
http://acesf.e-monsite.com
- Meet other international students hosted at the Catholic University of Lille
www.facebook.com/groups/613976295735879
- Discover also addresses recommended by people from Lille on the "USE IT Map of Lille" to discover
the city in an alternative way!
www.facebook.com/useitlille

Welcome Session
A welcome session for foreign students takes place at the beginning of each autumn and spring
semester: an opportunity to better discover the environment of your Faculty of Medicine and Maieutics
and the Catholic University of Lille as well as the other students.
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Usage and names of courses on Agora
To help you find your way around when choosing your courses on Agora (only in French):
1. You must only choose the courses and training courses mentioned in your "Learning Agreement".
2. Courses are classified by years of study: FASM1 / FASM2….then by discipline: paediatrics, urology...
3. The lectures are NOT courses: you can register to attend them but they do not give access to possible
ECTS credits.
4. The Erasmus Internship (« Stage Erasmus » in French) is to be selected at the very bottom of the
drop-down list.
On arrival, you are asked to make an appointment at the FMM International Relations Office to check
your choices on Agora.
Course names on Agora





Pneumology = « Système respiratoire »
Cardiology = « Système cardio-vasculaire »
Neurology = « Système nerveux »
Ophthalmology and otolaryngology = « Spécialités Faciales »

For the other disciplines, the designations are identical than the traditionnal name of the field.
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